has proved that the set of vertices of a square centered at the origin has property (*); Livesay [4] has extended this to any rectangle centered at the origin. The problem of finding all such sets A having property (*) is unsolved.
Theorem.
Let f be a continuous real-valued mapping of the sphere S and let x0, Xi, x2 G S. There exists a rotation r with f(r(x0)) =/(r(xi)) =f(rix2)).
We need the following lemma.
Lemma. Suppose that X is a unicoherent locally connected continuum, and that T is a map of period 2 on X without fixed points. Suppose A is a subset of X which (i) is closed in X, (ii) is invariant under T, and E. E. FLOYD Pecember (iii) separates x from T(x) for all x from the complementary set. There exists a connected subset B of A having properties (i), (ii), and (iii).
Proof. There exists a set BEA minimal with respect to possessing properties (i), (ii), and (iii). Since X is locally connected, there is a separation X -B=PVJQ with T(P)=Q.
Consider any such separation. P is maximal with respect to the class of open sets R with RC\T(R)=0.
It follows from the maximality of P that (1) the interior of B is empty, and (2) is a separation of X. But X is connected; hence P is connected. Now X = 7\JQ where P and Q are continua. By the definition of unicoherence, P(~}Q is connected. The lemma follows.
We now prove the theorem. Let X denote the group of rotations of 5. Then X is homeomorphic with projective 3-space [6, p. 115]. Hence X is a unicoherent locally connected continuum. Let 5,-be a rotation of order 2 interchanging x0 and x,-, t = l, 2. Define Ti'.X-^X by Ti(r) =r o Si, where r o Si is the composition 5< followed by r. Define real-valued mappings/,-of X, » = 1, 2, by/,-(r) =/(r(x,)) -f(r(xQ)). A short computation shows that/,-o 7\ = -/* Define .4,-to be the set of all rEX with/,(r) =0. Then Ai is closed and invariant under TV Since/; o 7\= -fit if rEX -A{ then/,(r) and/i(7\(r)) have opposite signs, and hence Ai separates r from Tt(r). By the lemma, there is a continuum Bi in X, invariant under Tit and with Bi separating r from 7\-(r) ior rEX -Bi. Since X is locally connected, then X -Bi =PK>Qi where P,-is open, Pif\Qi = 0, and Qi = Ti(Px). Suppose that BiC\Bi = 0. Since £2 is connected and disjoint from Bi, either £2C£i or BiGQi-Suppose the naming is so carried out that £2C(?i! similarly suppose BiGPi-Now, since £i is a continuum, PiU5i is connected. Since £iU£i intersects £2 and does not intersect £,, then PAJB1GP2. Similarly QJJBiGQi. Now TiiTiiPi)) C TiiTiiPi \J Bi)) C TiiTiiPi)) C TiiQi) C TiiQi) -P,.
We have seen that this is impossible. Hence Bif\Bi7^0; suppose rGBi(~\Bi. Then Mr) =/2(r) =0 and/(r(x")) =/(r(xO) =/(r(x2)).
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